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    Space Flight Resource Management (SFRM) is a set of skills designed for astronauts who work in remote and team-

centric environments. This paper introduces a training prototype of remote leadership and followership incorporating the 

SFRM essential skills for non-astronaut applications. Eight core SFRM skills were identified based on literature surveys: 

Communication, Cross-Cultural, Team Work, Situation Awareness, Decision Making, Team Care, Leadership and 

Followership, and Conflict Management. Each skill was further refined and described in required behaviors and organized 

into a four-level rubric matrix for consistent performance measurement. An original board game for four players was 

developed for learning the eight skills assuming an individually separated working environment. A training demonstration 

was conducted using the board game to examine its effectiveness. The SFRM skills improvement was measured quantitatively 

using the rubric matrix. The results showed that the developed prototype was effective for acquiring remote leadership and 

followership skills that are increasingly important for remote workers today. 
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1.  Introduction 

 

  Leadership is an inevitable management skill in teamwork.1) 

It is even more important when a team has to work in a remote 

environment separated from each other.2) Such remote 

management capability has been attracting more attention in 

business today due to the increase in teleworkers. However, the 

lack of remote leadership makes it difficult to enhance team 

performance.1) This study highlights a set of teamwork 

management capability of astronauts who have to work in an 

extreme remote working environment—in space and on ground. 

This specific capability of astronauts includes leadership and 

followership and is called the Space Flight Resource 

Management (SFRM).1-6) 

  Different researchers have given different definitions of 

SFRM. 3,4) Reference 3) defined it as “a successful human-

error-management training program.”3) Reference 4) defined it 

as “the exercise of skills that are designed to improve the ability 

of personnel to minimize the occurrence and effects of errors 

by establishing habit patterns that are reinforced by team-

centered self-critique.”4) It is true that managing human error is 

the prime purpose of SFRM trainings3,4) but NASA today 

emphasizes imparting general skills, such as creative problem 

solving to cope with complex, distant, uncertain, and long-

duration space missions in the future.5) Furthermore, since 

human errors can happen anywhere and at any time, it is 

valuable if managerial skillsets designed for astronauts could 

be tailored to remote management. The SFRM trainings are 

designed to be practical and skill-based rather than task-based 

to cope with uncertain situations.3,5) Research in many other 

high-risk industries also shows that effective teamwork in 

uncertain environments can provide resilience in the face of 

challenging problems.5) Hence, we believe that the essence of 

SFRM skills are applicable to any situation as long as the 

training is appropriately tailored to non-astronaut applications. 

Therefore, this paper introduces a training prototype of 

remote leadership and followership incorporating the essential 

SFRM skills for non-astronaut applications. An original board 

game for four players was developed for learning SFRM skills. 

Fig. 1 illustrates an overview of the prototype where each 

player is physically separated and cooperates to accomplish an 

assigned mission with limited time and communication. 

Walkie-talkies are allowed for only verbal communication. A 

dice is used to provide uncertainty in decision making. A 

training demonstration is conducted using the prototype to 

examine the effectiveness with those who need to participate in 

remote work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.  An overview of the remote leadership training 
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2.  Literature on SFRM 

 

2.1  History of SFRM 

  Teamwork is an integral aspect of American space flight 

from the earliest days of the space race.6) In an attempt to 

minimize human errors in space flights, the National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has been 

developing theories and trainings on human factors.2-6) One of 

them is crew resource management (CRM), which was 

originally introduced for the aviation industry.7) In the 1970s, it 

was a well-known fact that most of the airline accidents were 

caused by poor decision making by flight crews.4) For example, 

the commanding behavior of a captain would prevent a co-pilot 

from pointing out mistakes overlooked by the captain. 

Therefore, CRM was developed for airline pilots to make 

accurate decisions by utilizing all available human resources 

inside the cockpit.3, 4,5,7) It was called Cockpit Resource 

Management in the 1980s.4) Since then, CRM has been 

extended from cockpit resources to include all crew resources, 

including cabin attendants and ground staff, emphasizing that 

those who sit in the cockpit should not be considered the only 

contributing members on the flight team.4,7) In the 1990s, 

NASA experienced several mission failures caused by human 

factors in space shuttle missions and the Space Flight Training 

Division decided to introduce CRM training to astronauts by 

employing experienced CRM instructors from the military and 

civil sector.8) Since the training was developed mainly for the 

purpose of space missions, NASA called it the Space Flight 

Resource Management (SFRM). Till now, various types of 

SFRM trainings (e.g. lectures, simulations, and analogue 

missions) have been developed by NASA and its collaborative 

agencies.8) Owing to the increased communication delay 

between the crew and ground support, astronauts need to be 

prepared to handle unexpected events on their own on missions 

to the Moon and/or Mars.5) Enhancing crew autonomy is 

considered key to future SFRM trainings.9) However, there is 

no doubt that the concept of CRM laid the foundation for 

today’s SFRM. 

2.2  SFRM model structure 

  Despite the importance of teamwork in the success of space 

flights,6) there are few scientific studies on SFRM. Reference 

6) analyzed the reasons for this scarcity in three aspects: 1) few 

astronauts have undergone long-duration missions (case 

sample scarcity), 2) mismatching of a single management 

model applicable to different cultural backgrounds (multi-

culture issue), and 3) reluctance of busy astronauts to contribute 

to teamwork research (noncooperation).6) However, several 

SFRM models have been developed based mainly on the 

practical SFRM exercises at NASA and its collaborative 

agencies.4,10) 

References 4) and 10) divided the SFRM model into six 

performance elements as shown in Fig. 2. They are: Command, 

Leadership, Communication, Workload Management, 

Situation Awareness, and Decision Making.4,10) Command is 

“the exercise of official authority to achieve a mission.”4) It is 

also described as “the process used to get tasks accomplished. 

This is normally seen as the right to exercise authority over the 

crew or team member.”10) Whereas, leadership is “people skills 

to get the job done.”4) It is also defined as the “techniques 

employed to get tasks accomplished.”10) These two skills seem 

similar but leadership is different from command in its 

definition. For example, leadership can be provided by any 

team member at any time while command is assigned to a 

single team member.4) Hence, it is possible to replace a leader 

during a long-duration mission. Such replaceability of 

leadership is one of the outstanding characteristics of SFRM. 

These two skills are the foundation elements in the model and 

are placed at the bottom of the pyramid (Fig. 2). This signifies 

that teamwork must be based on a solid foundation of command 

and leadership.4) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.  Space Flight Resource Management performance elements 

(based on Reference 4) 

 

In the center of the pyramid model (Fig. 2), there are three 

elements—Communication, Workload Management, and 

Situation Awareness. Communication is defined as “the act of 

exchanging information, ideas, and thoughts in an accurate and 

timely manner so the message is clearly received and 

understood.”10) It is a mutual dialogue in any form among the 

team members but should not be a monologue.4) Workload 

management is “the process of evenly distributing the activities 

of crew or team members. It is accomplished by planning, 

prioritizing, and then appropriately assigning tasks.”10) This is 

to avoid team members from being overloaded or under-

utilized.4) These two performance elements are placed on the 

same level, which implies an inter-dependency between the 

two.4) For example, when a team member is overloaded, he or 

she would be reluctant to communicate with other members. 

When there is less communication in a team, it is more likely 

that workload deviation occurs. Situation awareness is “the 

continuous ability of a crew or team member to accurately 

perceive the relationship between themselves and their 

surroundings.”10) It means not only being in touch with the 

reality of the situation but also having the foresight to anticipate 

future needs.4) It is placed on top of communication and 

workload management because without good communication 

and good workload management, situation awareness cannot be 

exercised and shared among team members. 

At the top of the pyramid is decision making (Fig. 2). It is 

defined as “the method of determining and implementing the 

best course of action and critiquing the outcome.”10) The quality 

of decisions are always dependent on the appropriate 

perception of reality; hence, it is placed above situation 
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awareness.4) The hierarchical structure in Fig. 2 describes how 

each performance element interacts with the others. 

2.3  ISS SFRM model 

In the 2000s, the original SFRM model was modified to cope 

with the International Space Station (ISS) mission and the ISS 

SFRM was developed.2,8) The Stop-Think-Act-Review (STAR) 

model (Fig. 3) was introduced to include new skill elements, 

such as Cross-cultureal, Team work, Team care, Followership, 

and Conflict Management. The star shape is a visual reminder 

that the eight skills are interrelated and equally important.2) 

Table 1 shows the comparison of the skill elements between 

the original SFRM and the ISS SFRM. Workload management 

and command were removed from the original SFRM. Team 

work is about “how individuals cooperate with each other to 

achieve a shared goal, including accepting accountability and 

responsibility for actions.”11) Team care is about “how healthy 

the person or team is on a psychological level. This can be 

influenced by various personal factors.”11) Conceptually, 

teamwork and team care are close to workload management 

and communication in the original SFRM. Followership is to 

follow “the leader’s direction, while assessing individual and 

team behavior elements and providing input to best support the 

leader to reach the common goal.”11) It is closely related to 

leadership and, thus, placed together in the model. 

Followership is a new skill element but cannot be separated 

from leadership. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.  ISS SFRM performance elements (STAR model) 

(based on Reference 2) 

 

Table. 1  SFRM model comparison 
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SFRM3,4) X X X X X X      

ISS SFRM2)  X X  X X X X X X X 

Cross-cultural and conflict management are newly added 

skill elements to the ISS SFRM. These two skills are necessary 

especially for ISS operations and the model is likely to be 

modified according to future space missions.12,13) Reference 12) 

pointed out that crew autonomy assumes greater importance in 

longer duration missions.9) Cross-cultural is to “consider the 

effects of various cultures (nationalities, professions, heritage) 

on the workplace and people’s actions.”11) It reflects the 

increasing number of astronaut nationalities onboard the ISS. 

Without a mutual understanding of cultural differences among 

astronauts, it is less likely to sustain as long as half a year 

mission in space. Conflict management is defined as “the ways 

individuals and teams identify and manage differences in 

opinion, perception, technical knowledge, personalities, etc. to 

complete a task or mission.”11) In contrast with the duration of 

general space shuttle missions (two weeks), the ISS astronauts 

have to stay in space for up to six months with the same crew 

members. Conflicts among the astronauts during routine 

operation must be managed among themselves. 

 

3.  Training prototype 

 

3.1.  Overview of the training 

We developed a prototype of remote leadership training on 

the basis of the skill elements defined in the ISS SFRM.2) The 

training is designed for four participants and can be conducted 

in less than an hour and a half and the essence of the SFRM 

skills can be learned by playing a board game. It is considered 

an effective measure to facilitate learning and maximizing 

enjoyment while playing games.14) 

In this training, all participants are given a simple mission: 

to reach the goal as a team in 10 minutes. Each participant is 

provided a walkie-talkie, a dice, and a game map. Fig. 4 shows 

the game map used in our training. It is a 10×10 matrix for 

each round but the map configuration varies according to the 

level of training provided. The sign of a heliport (H) on the map 

(Fig. 4) is the goal where every player is expected to reach by 

the end of each round. Each cell of the matrix can be a location 

for any player who can move or stay according to the team’s 

decision. Decisions are made through group discussions among 

the players followed by the final decision of the leader. To 

make the training specific to remote leadership, the players are 

allowed to communicate using only walkie-talkies. The 

prohibition of face-to-face communication makes group-

oriented decision making more difficult. The sign of a 

mountain on the map (Fig. 4) denotes a barrier that no player 

can cross. It curtails players’ movements. The sign of water 

denotes a location where a player can access drinking water. 

Each player can consume only a certain amount of water to 

move from one cell to another. Every player is provided with 

the same visual game map but with different initial conditions. 

For example, Player A is given 10 liters of drinking water in 

the beginning, while Player B is given only 5 liters. This 

implies that Player B is more likely to need drinking water for 

himself during the mission to achieve the goal. The differences 

in the initial conditions could influence each player’s situation 

awareness and, in turn, their decision making. Furthermore, 

each player is initially placed on any of the four corners on the 
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map unbeknownst to the other players. This necessitates that 

they have to communicate their location information based on 

both initial and ongoing situation awareness. These game 

settings are designed such that the players can exercise and 

learn SFRM skills through accomplishing the mission. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.  A prototype game board of remote leadership training 

 

3.2.  The conduct of the training 

The training is conducted in the following sixteen steps. 

Each step is closely related to either one or more SFRM skill 

element. Table 2 shows the link between the steps and the 

SFRM skill elements. For example, Step 3 (member separation) 

is related to communication skill enhancement since each 

player is allocated to an isolated room. This prevents direct 

communication among the players. In this way, all the SFRM 

skills are systematically incorporated in the game design for 

effective learning of remote leadership. 

 

1. Self-introduction 

2. Assign a leader for the 1st round 

3. Divide the members into separate rooms 

4. Self-information confirmation 

5. Information sharing with team members 

6. Role allocations 

7. Decide a route to the goal 

8. Water supply and exchange 

9. Interruption of communication with leader 

10. Recovery of communication with leader 

11. Information re-sharing 

12. 1st round result review 

13. Team discussion 

14. Feedback from facilitator 

15. 2nd round operation (Step 2 through Step 14) 

16. Closing the training session with member appraisal. 

 

After all players introduce themselves (Step 1), a leader is 

assigned to a team from the four players (Step 2). It is desirable 

that one of the players volunteers to be the leader by exerting 

his/her leadership but in case there is no volunteer, a dice can 

be used for the selection. Then, each player moves to a separate 

room to start the game (Step 3). There are initial conditions 

written on the game map. Players need to make sure to 

understand their information(Step 4). Since each player gets 

different information, it is desirable to spend some time on 

sharing it to better understand the team situation (Step 5). Roles 

are allocated to individual members, if necessary (Step 6), by 

the leader. If the selected leader cannot start the board game, 

then followership is expected for supporting the leader.  

A player needs to make an initial decision regarding routes 

to the goal considering his own situation but that of team 

members’ under time and resource constraints (Step 7). 

Situation awareness is, thus, important for such a team-centric 

decision. The dice is used to provide uncertainty in the training. 

For example, each player rolls the dice and if the number is 5, 

then the player is allowed to move 5 cells in any direction. 

However, the barrier of mountains prevents the players’ 

freedom. Water is another constraint on players. In case of 

shortage of water, players may move to the sign of water for 

supply or to one of the teammates for exchange (Step 8). 

Teamwork through situation awareness and communication is 

the key for success in this training.  

 

Table. 2  Inclusion of SFRM skills in the training process 

 ISS SFRM skill elements 
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1. Self-introduction  X   X    

2. Leader assignment X        

3. Member separation  X       

4. Situation confirmation   X      

5. Information sharing  X X     X 

6. Role allocation X   X   X  

7. Route decision making   X X  X   

8. Water supply & exchange  X X   X X  

9. Walkie-talkie interruption X X X X  X  X 

10.  Walkie-talkie recovery X X X X  X  X 

11.  Information re-sharing  X X     X 

12.  1st round result review      X   

13.  Team discussions X X   X X X  

14.  Facilitator feedback       X  

15.  2nd round operation X X X X X X X X 

16.  Members’ appraisal  X   X  X  

 

In the middle of the training, there is a sudden interruption 

of communication with the leader who is instructed to shut 

down his/her walkie-talkie (Step 9). The communication 
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emergency causes confusion in a team while the other players 

have to cope with a leaderless situation. After a while, the 

leader is back on the line due to walkie-talkie recovery (Step 

10). The sudden return of the absent leader sometimes brings 

about another confusion especially when a new leader has been 

established from the other members. The team dynamics also 

changes. The previous leader does not know the situation 

during the interruption, so, information re-sharing is important 

(Step 11). The first round is over in ten minutes and the result 

is reviewed by the training instructor (Step 12). 

Debriefing is of great importance in the SFRM training.2,11) 

Hence, there is a certain amount of time dedicated for team 

discussions after each round. The players discuss the results 

(mission failure or success) and countermeasures for the next 

round, if necessary (Step 13). After the discussion, the 

instructor provides the team with necessary feedback for SFRM 

skill improvement. A rubric matrix can be used as the guideline 

for generating recommendations for the players. Then, the next 

round starts with another game map (usually a more difficult 

configuration). The players move to the same rooms to start 

implementing the same steps (Step 15). In the closing, the 

instructor provides as much feedback as possible regarding 

remote leadership success and failure and appraises the 

teamwork (Step 16). All sixteen steps are usually completed in 

less than an hour and a half. 

3.2.  Evaluation of the training 

We also developed an evaluation system for the training. A 

rubric evaluation method is introduced to assess each SFRM 

skill level quantitatively and objectively (Table 3). A rubric 

matrix is often used by evaluators in education studies to 

articulate evaluation criteria and determine success or failure.15) 

Each SFRM skill element is described as expected behavior for 

the players. For example, communication skill is evaluated 

based on expressing behavior and listening behavior. Situation 

awareness skill is evaluated by present information searching 

and future state forecasting. Each skill level is incrementally 

defined in descriptive sentences from Level 1 (lowest) to Level 

4 (highest). Evaluators can rely on the descriptions when they 

observe and assess players’ behaviors during the training.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

 

4.  Training demonstration 

   

A trial training was conducted for eight participants who 

have had remote work experiences. They were divided into two 

groups: Group A and Group B. We used the group talk function 

of the smartphone application as a communication tool instead 

of the walkie-talkie. In the experiment, 5 minutes after the 

instructor explains the rules, two rounds were performed of 

Steps 1 through 15. The trial was conducted on December 23, 

2017 at Ritsumeikan University Osaka Ibaraki Campus. 

4.1  Results 

Table 4 shows the results of the 1st and the 2nd round of Group 

A and Group B. Although both groups did not reach the goal in 

the time limit (10 minutes) in the 1st round, they accomplished 

                                                                 
1 The detailed contents of each skill level were removed from the matrix 

above because its disclosure is likely to destroy the training value. 

the mission in the 2nd round. In the 2nd round, Group A reached 

the goal 45 seconds before the limit while Group B reached 75 

seconds before the limit. 

The instructors also evaluate for skill improvement at the end 

of both rounds. It is desirable to evaluate both the leader’s and 

followers’ behaviors using the rubric matrix by multiple 

instructors for enhancing objectivity of the results. The results 

show that most SFRM skills improve from Level 2 to Level 4 

from the 1st round to the 2nd round respectively (Table 5). 

However, conflicts management was not well evaluated since 

there was no conflict observed in Group A. We expected that a 

certain conflict to occur due to the communication interruption 

but there was no conflict in either group. 

Table. 3  Rubric evaluation matrix for the training1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table. 4  Game results of the training (Group A and Group B) 

 Group A Group B 

 1st rd. 2nd rd. 1st rd. 2nd rd. 

# of players reached goal 0 4 0 4 

Time left (sec.) 0 45 0 75 

Table. 5  Skill improvement (Group A and Group B) 

Skill elements Group A Group B 

 1st rd. 2nd rd. 1st rd. 2nd rd. 

Leadership/Followership 2.5 4.0 2.0 4.0 

Communication 2.0 4.0 2.0 4.0 

Situation awareness 2.0 4.0 2.0 4.0 

Decision making 2.0 4.0 2.0 4.0 

Cross-cultural 2.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 

Team work 2.0 4.0 1.5 4.0 

Team care 2.0 4.0 2.0 4.0 

Conflict management N/A N/A 1.0 1.0 

 

4.2  Discussions 

Several distinct behaviors are observed in each group’s 

training. The leader of Group A seemed to hesitate to interfere 

with the other player’s movements in the 1st round but later 

changed his attitude about giving directions on dice rolling and 

SFRM skill elements Behaviors Level1 Level2 Level3 Level4

Communication
Express □ □ □ □

Listen □ □ □ □

Cross Cultural Understand □ □ □ □

Team Work
Share □ □ □ □

Cooperate □ □ □ □

Situation Awareness
Search □ □ □ □

Forecast □ □ □ □

Decision Making
Consider □ □ □ □

Decide □ □ □ □

Team Care Confirm □ □ □ □

Leadership/Followership
Lead □ □ □ □

Support □ □ □ □

Conflict management
Identify □ □ □ □

Deal □ □ □ □
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route selection to the followers in the 2nd round (leadership and 

followership). After the 1st round, Group A spent their team 

discussion time mainly to decide specific role allocations for 

each follower, such as sub-leader, time keeper, water resource 

manager, and so on (team work). They allocated sub leader to 

a player with the maximum quantity of water since he was 

expected to have the highest flexibility for taking action in case 

of emergency (cross-cultural). Consideration of differences 

among members is key for success in cross cultural 

management.1) They established a rule that the individual 

situations must always be shared by all team members even 

when the communication with the leader was lost (situation 

awareness, communication). They also decided that the 

leader’s role should be taken over by followers temporarily but 

would return to its original position at the time of recovery 

(decision making). At the end of the 2nd round, all players 

appraised each other for the improvements over the 1st round 

(team care). It is observed that Group A tended to focus on 

enhancing team resilience in case of emergency. 

Group B, on the other hand, had discussions focusing more 

on enhancing team efficiency to reach the goal. Each player of 

Group B first thought about his own routes for a minute and 

then shared them with the others to discuss an overall strategy 

for reaching the goal as a team (communication and decision 

making). They spent a lot of time in the initial activities that 

resulted in their mission failure in the 1st round. However, they 

completed the mission in the 2nd round with 75 seconds to go 

mainly due to the initial planning. All players of Group B 

clearly understood their route to the goal with water supply and 

exchange locations (team care) so each player was allowed to 

act autonomously without the leader’s directions (leadership 

and followership). Spending time in the initial planning might 

seem inefficient but it turned out to be the most efficient way 

to reach the goal. In contrast with Group A, there are no 

allocations of distinct roles to each player in Group B (cross-

cultural). There was no time management in the 1st round but 

one of the followers voluntarily started to mention the time left 

in the 2nd round (followership). They also appraised each other 

at the end of each round (team care). 

 

5.  Conclusion 

   

This paper introduces a training for remote leadership. We 

developed a prototype of the training module based on the ISS 

SFRM skill elements. The skill elements are systematically 

incorporated in the training design for effective learning of 

remote leadership. The SFRM skills were originally developed 

for astronauts,1-6) but we have tried to tailor them to non-

astronaut applications. Most of the previous studies on SFRM 

are just introductions of the concepts and practices,2-8) but this 

study developed a practical training tool for general 

applications. We believe that our challenge is unique and 

contributes to leadership studies as well. 

We demonstrated the training effectiveness in two groups 

and confirmed that there was skill improvement during the 

training (Table 5). The improvements were measured using the 

SFRM rubric matrix that is also likely to contribute to the 

literature on skill measurement system. The demonstration 

results show that both groups failed in the assigned mission in 

the 1st round but succeed in the 2nd round. It is intended that 

each team fails in the first round and then quickly learns to 

succeed in the next. The same trend of the two groups means 

that the training was properly designed for a certain level of 

difficulty and, thus, reproduces expected behaviors of the 

players. 

However, we observed an interesting fact in the success 

factors for each group. Group A functioned as a team by 

allocating specific roles to each player according to their 

strength and situation. Whereas, Group B functioned as a team 

by sharing an overall team strategy that is discussed and agreed 

to in the beginning. We think that the difference is caused by 

the initial leader’s style of leadership. Leadership style 

influences team atmosphere and, in turn, performance.16,17) 

Therefore, the developed prototype is suitable not only for 

remote leadership training but also for identifying one’s 

leadership style. Different individuals have different styles of 

leadership.18) We believe that there is no right answer for the 

best leadership for everything but what is important is to 

recognize your own leadership style for better management of 

team performance. We hope that the outcome of this study is 

used by remote workers who are seeking proper leadership. 
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